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Abstract

The canonical van der Waerden theorem states that, for large enough n, any colouring of [n]
gives rise to monochromatic or rainbow k-APs. In this work, we are interested in sparse random
versions of this result. More concretely, we determine the threshold at which the binomial random
set [n]p inherits the canonical van der Waerden properties of [n].

1 Introduction

Arithmetic Ramsey theory is a branch of combinatorics that studies what sort of arithmetic structure
must appear in all possible – although frequently restricted to finite – colourings of the integers. One
of the first and most celebrated results in the field is van der Waerden’s theorem [23], which states
that any finite colouring of the integers contains monochromatic arithmetic progressions of arbitrary
length.
There are several paths to generalizing van der Waerden’s theorem, which also provide a better

understanding of the underlying phenomenon responsible for the appearance of such arithmetic struc-
ture. A first option consists in studying when can one guarantee the existence of other objects besides
arithmetic progressions. An example of such a generalization is the work of Rado [15], who studied
the case of general linear structures. In fact, he was able to characterize precisely those homogeneous
linear systems of equations that admit monochromatic solutions in any finite colouring of the integers
(for more details see, for example, [9]).
A second possibility for generalizing van der Waerden’s theorem consists in dropping the restriction on

the number of colours, and studying what kind of structure one may still find for all possible colourings,
using a finite numbers of colours or not. It turns out that, in the case of arithmetic progressions, the
needed piece of structure to complete the puzzle is that of rainbow progressions, namely, arithmetic
progressions where every element has a different colour. This gives rise to the canonical van der
Waerden theorem, first proved by Erdős and Graham [6], where an arithmetic progression which is
monochromatic or rainbow is called canonical.

Theorem 1 (Canonical van der Waerden). For any integer k ≥ 1, there exists large enough n such
that the following holds. Any colouring of [n] = {1, . . . , n} contains a canonical arithmetic progression
of length k.
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Note that Theorem 1 clearly implies that any colouring of the integers (possibly with an infinite
numbers of colours) contains arbitrarily long canonical arithmetic progressions. A well-known com-
pactness argument, with a nice additional idea, can be applied to prove that this “infinite” version in
fact does imply the “finite” version in the theorem above (see, e.g., [7, p. 29]).

A final path to generalizing van der Waerden’s theorem is changing the ambient set where the theorem
holds. Instead of colouring the integers, one might consider looking for monochromatic arithmetic
progressions in colourings of some particular subset of the integers. For example, a common way to
do this is proving an analogue of the theorem in random sets (see, for example, [19]). The theorem
also holds when the ambient set is substituted by a set that is pseudorandom enough, meaning, in
very informal terms, that it has statistical properties similar to those of a random set (see [5] and the
references therein for an in-depth discussion).

In fact, the focus of this work will be a sparse random version of Theorem 1. Consider the random
set [n]p, where every element of [n] is sampled independently with probability p. We study how large
must p be for [n]p to satisfy an analogue of the canonical van der Waerden theorem. More formally, a
threshold for a monotone property P is a function p∗ = p∗(n) such that

lim
n→∞

P ([n]p ∈ P) =

{
0 if p ≤ cp∗

1 if p ≥ Cp∗

for constants C, c > 0. The case of the statement that guarantees [n]p ̸∈ P with high probability is
referred to as the 0-statement and the other one as the 1-statement.

For example, Rödl and Ruciński [18,19] established such a threshold for the van der Waerden property
(and, more generally, a Rado type theorem). To state it precisely, let us say a set is (r, k)-van der
Waerden if any r-colouring contains a monochromatic arithmetic progression of length k. Their result,
for the case of arithmetic progressions, reads as follows.

Theorem 2 (Sparse van der Waerden). Given integers k ≥ 3 and r ≥ 2, there exist constants C, c > 0
such that:

• For p > Cn−1/(k−1), the random set [n]p is a.a.s. (r, k)-van der Waerden.

• For p < cn−1/(k−1), the random set [n]p is a.a.s. not (r, k)-van der Waerden.

See also [8] for further discussion of Theorem 2, where sharpness of the threshold is proved.

The main contribution of this work consists in proving the same kind of statement for the canonical
van der Waerden theorem. Indeed, let us say a set is canonically k-van der Waerden if every colouring
contains a canonical arithmetic progression of length k. We prove the following.

Theorem 3 (Sparse canonical van der Waerden). Given a natural number k ≥ 3, there exist constants
C, c > 0 such that:

• For p > Cn−1/(k−1), the random set [n]p is a.a.s. canonically k-van der Waerden.

• For p < cn−1/(k−1), the random set [n]p is a.a.s. not canonically k-van der Waerden.

Note that the 0-statement follows from the corresponding 0-statement in Theorem 2 with r = 2,
since a rainbow arithmetic progression of length k cannot be formed with only two colours.

Results such as this one, where a known theorem over discrete ambient sets is translated to sparser
settings, and particularly to sparse random subsets, have become a common theme in modern combina-
torics in the last decades. In the case of Ramsey’s theorem, this was first carried out in a seminal series
of papers by Rödl and Ruciński [16–18], and both the 0-statement and the 1-statement had delicate and
involved proofs. The 1-statement was later reproved with a short and elegant argument by Nenadov
and Steger [14], using the method of hypergraph containers [3]. The ideas of Nenadov and Steger
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have also been used in arithmetic Ramsey theory, for example, to give short proofs of the 1-statement
in sparse random versions of Rado’s theorem (see [10] or [22]). Our proof uses the ideas of [14] and
the method of hypergraph containers, although a straightforward application of their methods is not
possible because their argument relies on the boundedness of the number of colours.
Sparse random versions of canonical Ramsey theorems are much more recent. In these, one must

somehow overcome the difficulty of having a possibly unbounded number of colours in a given colouring.
In a breakthrough result, Kamčev and Schacht [11] have proven a sparse analogue of the canonical
Ramsey theorem for cliques, using the transference principle of Conlon and Gowers [4]. In independent
work, a subset of the authors [1] prove a canonical Ramsey theorem when the colourings are constrained
by some prefixed lists of colours. This is then one of of the ingredients to establish a canonical Ramsey
theorem for even cycles [2]. These results use a combination of ideas from the method of containers
and the work of Rödl and Ruciński [19].
The current work is inspired in the previous work of [1, 2] and [11], and aims to prove an analogous

result in the arithmetic setting. It turns out that, when looking for arithmetic progressions, the situation
for canonical theorems is different from theirs, since we only look for monochromatic or rainbow copies
of arithmetic progressions, whereas when dealing with graphs, one might also find lexicographic copies
of graphs (see [1] or [11] for more details). In the course of proving our result, we use a new set of ideas
which allow for a streamlined proof in the arithmetic setting.

2 Sketch of the proof

In this section we give a rough sketch of the proof of Theorem 3 and some of the ideas involved in it.
As we noted before, we concentrate only on the proof of the 1-statement.
The proof of the 1-statement starts out with a basic dichotomy over a given colouring of [n]p. If such

a colouring has a colour with positive density, we are able to apply the sparse version of Szemerédi’s
theorem (see Theorem 5 below) to find a monochromatic arithmetic progression of length k or k-AP
for short). If, on the other hand, all colours are sparse, it turns out that we may find a rainbow k-AP.
In order to split according to this criterion, we introduce bounded colourings.

Definition 4. An r-colouring χ : A → [r] of a set A ⊂ N is α-bounded for α > 0 if |χ−1(i)| ≤ α|A| for
all i ∈ [r], that is, all colours have density at most α in A.

2.1 The dense colour case

We say a set A is (δ, k)-Szemerédi if every subset of A of size greater than δ|A| contains a k-AP. The
sparse random version of Szemerédi’s theorem, proven by Conlon and Gowers [4] and Schacht [21]
independently, establishes the threshold where [n]p satisfies this condition.

Theorem 5 (Szemerédi’s theorem for sparse random sets). Given δ > 0 and a natural number k ≥ 3,
there exists a constant C such that, for p > Cn−1/(k−1), the random set [n]p is a.a.s. (δ, k)-Szemerédi.

For our purposes, this can be rephrased in terms of bounded colourings.

Corollary 6. Given α > 0 and a natural number k ≥ 3, there exists C = C(α, k) such that the set [n]p
a.a.s. satisfies the following property for p > Cn−1/(k−1). Every colouring of [n]p that is not α-bounded
contains a monochromatic k-AP.

2.2 Searching for rainbows

On account of the previous observation, it suffices to establish the following to prove Theorem 3.

Proposition 7. Given k > 0, there exist C = C(k) and α = α(k) such that the set [n]p a.a.s. satisfies
the following property for p > Cn−1/(k−1). Every α-bounded colouring of [n]p contains a rainbow k-AP.
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Once picking a suitable constant α, successively merging the smallest colours, we may reduce the
proof of Proposition 7 to the case of α-bounded colourings with at most r = ⌈2/α⌉ colours. This leaves
us in a better position, since now the number of colours is bounded in terms of α and we may use
container type arguments.

2.2.1 A container theorem

In very loose terms, the hypergraph container theorem [3, 20] is a way to cluster independent sets of
a sufficiently regular hypergraph. This allows one to control the probability of lying in one of these
clusters when a simple union bound over all possible independent sets would be too large. Still in
somewhat vague terms, it gives, for every sufficiently regular hypergraph H, a collection of containers
C ⊂ P(V (H)) that satisfy the following properties:

• The containers are almost independent. They contain few edges of H, usually in the sense that
e(H[C]) < εe(H) for ε > 0 as small as needed and every C ∈ C.

• Every independent set in H is contained in one of the containers.

• There are few containers. More precisely, every independent set has a small subset (its fingerprint)
that is uniquely associated to a container. The number of containers may be bounded by the
total amount of small subsets.

In order to prove Proposition 7 we just look for rainbow k-APs, so we apply the container theorem to
the rainbow copy hypergraph H = H(n, k, r) with vertex set consisting of r copies of [n], one for every
possible colour, and edge set formed by all possible rainbow k-APs. More formally, H is the k-uniform
hypergraph with vertex set V (H) = [n]× [r], and edge set

E(H) =

{
{(n1, c1), . . . , (nk, ck)} ∈

(
V (H)

k

)
: (n1, . . . , nk) forms a k-AP and ci ̸= cj ∀i ̸= j

}
.

It is useful to identify subsets of V (H) with the following notion of an [r]-coloured set.

Definition 8. An [r]-colouring of a set A ⊂ [n] is a function χ : A → P([r]). Such a pair (A,χ) forms
an [r]-coloured set. A subcolouring (A′, χ′) of (A,χ) is a colouring such that A′ ⊂ A and χ′(i) ⊂ χ(i)
for all i ∈ A′.

Indeed, an [r]-coloured subset (A,χ) with A ⊂ [n] can also be thought of as a subset of [n]×[r] = V (H)
in a natural way, and we write Aχ ⊂ V (H) for such a set. An application of the hypergraph container
theorem then gives the following (for a very similar application of the container method, see [12,13]).

Theorem 9. For any k ∈ N and ε > 0, there exists a constant C = C(k, ε) > 0, a collection A of
[r]-coloured sets, and a function f : P([n])r → A satisfying:

• Every Aχ ∈ A satisfies e(H[Aχ]) < εn2, that is, there are less than εn2 rainbow k-APs compatible
with the [r]-coloured set Aχ.

• For every [r]-coloured set Iχ with no rainbow k-AP, there exists a subcolouring Sψ ⊂ Iχ such that

|S| ≤ Cn1−1/(k−1) and Iχ ⊂ f(Sψ).

2.2.2 A supersaturation result

In order to use Theorem 9, we must study what we can deduce about our containers from the fact
that they admit few rainbow k-APs. In most applications of the hypergraph container theorem this
is stated as a supersaturation result, which gives conditions that guarantee the existence of many
solutions. Here, we state it in the contrapositive form, which turns out to be slightly more comfortable
for this application. We obtain the following.
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Proposition 10. Given k, there exists M = M(k) such that the following holds. For every r, there
is an ε = ε(k, r) > 0 such that any [r]-coloured subset (χ,A) satisfying |A| ≥ n/2 and e(H[Aχ]) < εn2

admits a subset of colours L ⊂ [r] with |L| ≤ M and a subset B ⊂ A with

|B| ≥ n/8 and χ(B) ⊂ L, (1)

that is, one can find a large number of values in A which only use colours in L, and the size of L is
bounded independently of the number of colours r.

We remark that the crucial part of Proposition 10 is that the bound M on |L| does not depend on
the total number of colours r, but only on k. The proof of this result starts out by noticing that the
set

C = {x ∈ A : |χ(x)| ≥ k}

is small, say |C| < n/4. Otherwise, by a supersaturated version of Szemerédi’s theorem, we find many
k-APs in C, and, since every element of C has at least k different colours to choose from, every k-AP
in C gives rise to at least one rainbow k-AP.
Let A′ = A\C. By somewhat more delicate counting arguments, one can prove that, for most values

of x ∈ A′, the list χ(x) is made up uniquely of colours that appear at least in βn other values of A′,
for some β = β(k) > 0. These colours make up our list L, and the bound on its size follows from the
fact that there are at most |A′|k pairs of value and colour, so that

|L| ≤ |A′|k
βn

≤ k

β
.

2.2.3 Putting it together

Proposition 10 implies, for ε small enough, that each container obtained in Theorem 9 is either small
(|A| ≤ n/2), or there exists B ⊂ A satisfying (1). From Theorem 9 it follows that, if the set [n]p can
be coloured with an α-bounded colouring with no rainbow k-AP, then [n]p ⊂ A for some Aχ ∈ A.
If |A| ≤ n/2, it is exponentially unlikely that [n]p ⊂ A, so we focus on the latter case. In fact, we
expect [n]p to have size close to np and intersect the corresponding B in about |B|p ≥ np/8 positions.
Assuming such estimates would leave us in a very good position, since any colouring of [n]p compatible
with B would have a colour of density at least

|B|p
npM

≥ 1

8M
,

which, setting α ≪ 1/8M , would contradict the α-boundedness of the colouring. Thus, the conclusion
of Proposition 7 fails only when [n]p or its intersection with B have large deviations from their ex-
pected value. Using Chernoff bounds to obtain exponential concentration and some standard estimates
involving a union bound over all possible containers gives Proposition 7.
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